
Sounds Like F
for Sc 100I Orchestra

n
Arranged by John Robert Brown
Favourite hits arranged for First orchestras. For
just £3.95 you get a pack containing the following
parts:
C and Bb Melody and Harmony lines, Easy Eb and
Bb, Horn in F, String set, Tuned and untuned
percussion, Drum kit, Guitar and Piano, and a Full
Score. If you do not have a full orchestral line-up
the Piano provides the missing harmonies.

Dallas Theme
Come Follow the Band
Send in the Clowns
White Christmas
Happy Talk
Cherry Pink & Apple Blossom White
Spread a Little Happiness

Order Ref:
16147
16028
09924
09923
07611
07612
07613

The complete keyboard tutor for 1986.
Everything you need to know is dearly
laid out with plenty of illustrations and
musical examples, both popular and
original. With the good range of
back-up repertoire provided in the
Songbook, this tutor encourages the
student to practise and experiment on
their own.
Playing Keyboards
Songbook

09948 £3.95
16043 £2.95

All books available from your local
music shop. A list of recommended
dealers is contained in the FREE
education catalogue from:

International Music Publications
Education Division, Woodford Tteding Estate, Southend Road,
Woodford Green, Essex IG8 8HN,Telephone: 01-551 6131
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION

MA in Music Education
Commencing in October each year.

Applications are invited from well qualified and experienced Music teachers
for this two year part-time or one year full-time course.
The course has three areas of study.
(a) Educational studies with reference to Music Education: Aesthetics,

Psychology of Music; Social Aspects
(b) The Music Curriculum: Curriculum Studies; Historical background;

Current issues
(c) A dissertation in a field of special interest

Further information from the Deputy Academic Registrar (Higher Degrees)
(BJME 3) University of London Institute of Education, 20 Bedford Way,
London WC1H0AL.

(ii)
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Notes for Contributors
ia. All contributions (3 copies) and correspondence
should be sent to either Editor: Professor John Paynter,
Department of Music, University of York, Heslington,
York YO1 5DD, or Professor Keith Swanwick, Department
of Music, University of London Institute of Education,
20 Bedford Way, London WCiH oAL.

ib . All material for review, and text of reviews, should be
sent to the Review Editor, Andrew Peggie, 11B Tre-
gothnan Road, Stockwell, London SW9 iJU. Only one
copy of the review need be sent.

aa. Articles should be normally within the range 3,000
—10,000 words, although longer or shorter articles may be
accepted by arrangements with the Editors.

2b. Reviews and surveys will have their lengths prescribed
by the Review Editor, at the time of commissioning.

3. Contributions (articles, review articles, reviews) should
be clearly typed on one side of the paper only (preferably
A 4 size). All material should be typed double spaced with
generous margins. In addition to the three copies submitted
(one, in the case of reviews), contributors should keep a
further copy of the typescript for correcting proofs.

4. Articles should be accompanied by a summary of
approximately 100 words, together with information about
the position/s held by the author/s and giving full details
of any acknowledgements. In long articles, subheadings are
encouraged.

5. All quotations and references should be identified in the
text by author and date to link with the full references
listed alphabetically at the end of the article. E.g. in the text,
bracketed thus: (Self, 1976); in the alphabetical reference list
thus: Self, G. 1976. Make a New Sound. London, Universal
Edition.

6. The full list of references should be typed, double spaced,
on a separate sheet of paper at the end of the article. They
must include the names and initials of all the authors cited
(arranged in alphabetical order of the authors' surnames)
and followed by (in the case of books) the date of
publication, the title (underscored), the place of publication
and the name of the publisher, or (in the case of
articles cited) the date of publication, the full title of the
article (not underscored), the name of the journal in which
the article appeared (underscored), the volume number,
issue number, and page number/s. Reference to an article
which appears in a book should be made thus: the author's
name, date of publication (in brackets), title of the article
(in inverted commas), ' In ' followed by author/s name(s)
and title of the book (underscored), place of publication and
name of publisher. E.g. Pollard, M. (1978). 'Folk Music in
junior and middle schools'. In Leach, R. and Palmer, R.,

Folk Music in School. Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press.

7. Notes other than bibliographical references should be given
only when absolutely essential. These should be referred to
in numerical order throughout the text and the number
shown as superscript. The notes should then appear on a
separate sheet of paper at the end of the article.

8. All necessary illustrations should accompany the
typescript but should not be inserted in the text. All
photographs, drawings and diagrams should be referred to
as "figures" and should be numbered consecutively in the
order in which they are referred to in the text. A list of
captions should be provided on a separate sheet. Photo-
graphs should be well-contrasted prints with glossy finish
(preferably 10' x 8'), if possible mounted on thin card. Each
should have, lightly written on the back with felt-tipped
pen, the author's name and the figure number. Authors to
whom first-class photographic facilities are not available are
encouraged to send both marked contact prints and the
negatives under registered cover. Drawings and diagrams
should be done in indian ink on strong paper, white card,
or good-quality tracing paper.

9. A cassette tape of 40 minutes maximum duration will be
available once a year, normally accompanying every third
issue of the British Journal of Music Education.
Contributors may wish to avail themselves of this
opportunity to present musical examples, even if these refer
to articles which have appeared in either of the two previous
issues. Recorded material must be submitted in its final
edited form (on cassette or open-reel). To facilitate transfer
to the published tape, it will be helpful if contributors could
ensure that the master tapes are of the highest possible
quality. Individual items on the tape should be identified
by aural cues which will correspond with a typewritten list.
The author's name should be clearly written on each tape
and tape box.

10. Proofs of all articles accepted will be sent to authors for
correction of typographical errors only. Failure to return
proofs within the specified deadline may lead to the Editors
sending their own corrected proofs to the printer without
further reference to the author.

11. Twenty-five offprints will be supplied free of charge to
authors on publication of a paper. These must be shared in
case of joint authorship. Additional offprints may be
purchased if ordered at proof stage.

12. Authors will be requested to assign their copyright to
Cambridge University Press to protect their rights and
those of the Journal. Authors are responsible for obtaining
any necessary permissions to quote copyright material in
their article.
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